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Xcarbonator Decarboniser 150Ltr XCR 31 with 3x 5kg Decarboniser Powder CM883-WB
1kW. Capacity: 150Ltr. 3x 5kg powder   View Product 

 Code : CM883-WB

  
 44% OFF   Sale 

£6,080.45

£3,387.99 / exc vat
£4,065.59 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 10 - 14 Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

A true time and money saving appliance, the
Xcarbonator 150 Litre decarboniser boasts safe,
hygienic deep cleaning of stubborn grease and grime
without the cost of hard, manual hand scrubbing.

Perfect for cleaning pots, pans, trays, filters and utensils,
the decarboniser is really easy and safe to use, thanks to
the non-caustic decarboniser solution and simple fuss-free
operation.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 2371 1380 870

Cm 237.1 138 87

Inches
(approx)

93 54 34

 Integral Basket - Manual Lifting Mechanism

 Designed for use with Xcarbonator non-caustic

chemicals, safe to be used on aluminium (operator

needs to wear protective gloves and goggles)

 Removes grease/carbon build-up from air filters in

approximately 2-4 hours (can be left in over night)

 Removes grease/carbon build-up from cooking plates

in approximately 6-8 hours (can be left in over night)

 Includes 1" ball tap for draining means no plumbing is

required

 Easy-to-use/plug-and-go solution requiring minimal

training

 Fully mobile with 75 Castors 75mm (front 2 with

brakes)

 Safe-to-touch twin-skinned construction maximises

heat retention and reduces energy consumption

 Saves money on wages, chemical usage and

scourers

 Improves hygiene & appearance of kitchen

 Works 24hrs a day, 365 days per year

 Height 850mm incl. castors 775mm excl. castors

Handle is 45mm

Capacity : 150Ltr
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